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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Players: 2-4 (optimal; five or more possible but not recommended)
Playing Time: 30-45 minutes
Setup Time: 5-ish minutes
Materials: Apothecary rules, Apothecary decks (Effects Deck and Plants Deck), at least one six-sided
die (d6), pen/pencil and paper, herbal medicine reference or the interwebs
Objective/Purpose of the Game: To help players learn medicinal plants and their properties.
Victory Conditions: Stay alive the longest, i.e. > 1 CON while all other players are at < 0.
Difficulty to Learn: Average
Level of Strategy: Average
Level of Luck/Chance: Average

RULES
Apothecary is  a strategic card game for two or more players that simulates the use of herbal
medicine to treat various ailments and diseases. It is heavily inspired by (and plays a bit like) the
cards games Gloom and Magic: the Gathering. The purpose of the game is to help players learn the
medicinal properties of various plants and the vocabulary used in modern herbalism.

Disclaimer
Although  Apothecary  aims to teach players the medicinal properties of various plants, it DOES
NOT aim to teach all  there is  to know about  herbal  medicine.  Apothecary does  not  include
information about preparing herb medicines, dosages, or the levels of toxicity and contraindications
of specific plants, or about diagnosing diseases and ailments in individuals. Ideally,  Apothecary  is
meant for students of herbal medicine who will pursue all of this adjunct information on their
own. Please use the information in this game wisely, and make sure to consult with qualified, well-
learned herbalists if you are ill and in need of treatment.

Materials Needed
In order to play Apothecary, you need the deck of cards (including the Plant Deck and the Effects
Deck) and at least one d6 (six-sided die). Writing implements and paper are also useful, though
not absolutely necessary.



T he Deck, Card Types
Apothecary is played with a two decks of cards. The first of these is
the Plant Deck, which includes all plant cards and poison cards. These
cards are distinguished by an elaborate mandrake and the words
“Plants Deck” on their rear. The second of the decks is the Effects
Deck, which contains ailments, instant effects, and items. This deck is
distinguished by the picture of an alchemical tree and the words
“Effects Deck” on the rear. Each of these decks will also have a
discard pile beside it as cards are played: plants and poisonous plants in
the Plant Deck Discard Pile and ailments, instant effects, and items in
the  Effects  Deck  Discard  Pile.  The two draw decks  are  face
down, and the discard piles are face up. The layout of the decks
will look something like this:

Within the two decks, there are a number of card types. These are
explained below:

 ▪ Plants: These represent different medicinal plants, and are used to treat ailments. Each plant card
contains  a  list  of  medicinal  properties.  These  properties  correspond  to  specific  diseases  and
ailments. Since the point of Apothecary is to help players learn medicinal plants and their properties,
we  recommend  that  players  memorize  these  terms  and  the  ailments  they  correspond  with.
However,  for quick  reference,  there is  a  Glossary  of  Plant  Medicine  Terms  at  the end of this
rulebook. Also, most plant cards have special rules as indicated by their text that allow them to be
used as instant effects. For the purpose of game mechanics, medicinal fungi are included as plants.

 ▪ Poisons: Certain plants are volatile and deadly, and these plants have a place in  Apothecary  as
well. Many poisonous plants have medicinal properties as well. As with normal plant cards, some
poisonous plant cards all have a list of medicinal properties that correspond with ailments that they
treat. Also like normal plant cards, some poisonous plant cards all have special rules that allow the
card to be played as an instant effect. Poisons played as instants impart CON penalties to the target
player. Such effects can instantly kill a target player. There are a number of instant effect cards in
the Apothecary deck that cancel the effects of poisonous plants. For the purpose of game mechanics,
poisonous medicinal fungi are included as poisonous plants.
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 ▪ Ailments: These cards represent diseases, maladies, and injuries that afflict the players. Each
ailment card contains 6 different options for specific ailments falling under its general category. Any
time an ailment is played, the player who plays it must roll a d6. The corresponding result is the
specific ailment that afflicts the target player. (e.g.: you play  General Ailment card and roll a 1,
which is a headache). Ailments remain in play until they are treated by a plant card. Ailments have
negative effects that affect the afflicted player at the beginning of his turn (e.g.: -3 CON per
turn, etc.). Some ailments also affect a player's draw limit, which is discussed later.

 ▪ Instant Effects: These are powerful single-use cards that can have great impact on the game.
They are usually played only on a player's own turn, but some of these cards can be played on
other players' turns to foil their opponent's actions. The text on individual cards will indicate if
they can be played on other players' turns. When instants are used, they go directly to the discard
pile (unless the text says otherwise). Many plant cards and poison cards can be played as instants for
various effects.

 ▪ Items: These cards represent various tools, devices, and menstra used by herbalists in their
practice.  Item cards stay in play until they are removed or destroyed. Items impart bonuses and
benefits to their users.

Customizing the Decks, Creating Your Own Cards
The deck that  Apothecary  is played with is highly customizable and adjustable, according to the
desires of the players. There are thousands upon thousands of medicinal plants in the world, and
we have endeavored to include cards for many of these, especially those that are highly valued in
Western herbalism. However, there are far too many medicinal plants in the world to include a
card for each.  Also, we recognize that players may wish to  include items  or  instant effects  that are not
included in the standard Apothecary deck. 

For  these  reasons,  blank  card  templates for  the  Plant  Deck  and  Effects  Deck  are  included
alongside the  Apothecary deck on the Yggdrasil Distro website. Players are encouraged to make
their own cards, especially plants and poisons that they know and love.

Players are also welcome to omit any other cards of other card types if they don't wish to use
them, including ailments, instants, and items. However, it is recommended that players use all of the
non-plant cards in every game, as they are pretty essential to the game's mechanics.



Setup, Beginning Play
Before play begins, each deck should be thoroughly shuffled. Roll a d6 to determine which player
goes first (highest roll). Play can proceed clockwise or counter-clockwise from the first player.
Either is fine, just make sure to decide before play begins. After determining turn order, each
player draws three cards from the plant deck and four cards from the effects deck, starting with
the first player. The first player now begins her first turn.

General Rules, Winning the Game
Each player begins with 30 Constitution Points, hereafter referred to as CON. Players may exceed
30 CON. Also, players may decide before beginning play to start with more CON if they want
a longer game, or less for a shorter game.

Ailment Cards, which represent harmful bacteria, viruses, parasites, and injuries, will reduce CON
as the game progresses. When a player is reduced to 0 CON or below, she is dead. The
objective of  Apothecary  is  to stay alive (i.e.:  1  or more CON) longest, while inflicting your
opponents with ailments and reducing their CON. When a single player still has positive CON
and all other players are dead, that player wins the game.

Turn Sequence: First & Second Actions, Discard Phase, Draw Phase & Draw Limit, Trading
Turns are divided into three parts:  first action,  second action, and  draw phase. These are described
below.

Before the discard and draw phases, a player may take two actions. During the  first  and second
actions, a player can do any of the following: play an ailment card, play an item card, or play an instant
effect.

Besides the first  and second actions, players may play any number of plant cards  on their turns, but
only to treat ailments! Plant cards with instant effects and poison cards played as instants still require
the use of an action.

If players do not wish to take any of the previous plays, they may choose to pass one or both of
their actions and skip ahead to the discard phase.

When a player has taken the first and second actions of a turn, they then enter the discard phase.
Players may discard any number of cards during their own  discard phase. When this phase is
complete, the draw phase begins. Make sure to discard plants and poisons in the Plant Deck Discard
Pile, and ailments, instant effects, and items in the Effects Deck Discard Pile.



The draw phase is completed by drawing up to the player's current draw limit/hand size. Draw limit
only affects cards taken from the Effects Deck! The standard draw limit for players is 4. The
draw limit for the Plant Deck is ALWAYS 3: players may always have three plant/poison cards in
their hand. Certain items allow players to have more than 3 plant cards in their hands, but no
mechanic in Apothecary will reduce a player's plant card limit below 3.

Certain cards may decrease the draw limit for particular players. Draw limit reductions have NO
EFFECT on the Plant Deck or plant cards. They only affect the Effect Deck and cards drawn
from that deck. Players may have more cards in hand than their draw limit allows. If players reach
the draw phase with more cards in hand than their draw limit allows, they simply draw no new
cards. If players are reduced to -4 draw limit or less, they draw no new cards from the Effects
Deck until they treat the ailments penalizing them. One more time, for emphasis:  Player may
always have three plant/poison cards in their hand! Draw limit penalties DO NOT affect the
Plant Deck.

Extra Actions
Many items will allow players to take extra actions. Extra actions always take place AFTER a
player's first and second actions, BEFORE a player's discard and draw phases.

Also, regardless of how many items a player has equipped and how many extra actions these items
give that player, players may only take ONE extra action each turn. For example, if a player has
two items equipped that both allow an extra ailment or instant each turn, that player may still only
play one additional card (i.e.: take one additional action) on her turn.

Ailments & T heir Effects
When a player has an ailment card in hand, she may use one action on her turn to afflict another
player with that ailment. As described earlier, any time an ailment is played, the player who plays
it must roll a d6 to determine the specific ailment that afflicts the target player. An ailment card
remains in play in front of the target player until that ailment is treated.

When a player is afflicted with a specific ailment, its CON penalties affect the afflicted player at
the beginning of her turn. For example, if a player has a headache, she loses 1 CON at the beginning
of her turn, before she can treat it.

Players  can  (and  will)  be  afflicted  by  multiple  ailments  during  the  course  of  a  game.  The
maximum number of ailments a player can be afflicted by is 3. If a player plays an ailment on a
target opponent who is already afflicted by 3 ailments, the acting player must choose which ailment
in play to discard. This obviously isn't very realistic, but the game becomes too difficult and
imbalanced when players suffer from more than three ailments.



"Incurable"  Ailments: Some  ailment  cards  in  the  game  contain  specific  ailments  like  Cancer,
HIV/AIDS, Diabetes, Herpes, and so on. These diseases don't have any known "cure", and we
have not included them in Apothecary to suggest that plant medicine is capable of curing AIDS or
Cancer (although miraculous stories of plant medicine used in this way do exist). However, plant
medicine is especially useful in treating such conditions, allaying pain and facilitating recovery. For
the purpose of game mechanics, these ailments are still discarded when they are treated by plant
cards, even though they have no known "cure" in modern Allopathic medicine.

Treating Ailments With Plant Cards, T he T heory of Simples
When a player is afflicted with an ailment, she must treat that ailment with a plant card to stop
suffering  from its  negative  effects.  As  mentioned above,  players  may  play  a  plant  card (or
poisonous plant card) on their first or second action, or on both. To treat an ailment with a plant
card, players must play a plant that has the correct properties to help remedy whatever is ailing
them. Each plant card and poisonous plant card has a list of medicinal properties that correspond
with certain ailments and diseases. A glossary of these terms can be found at the end of this
rulebook to help clarify and define what these medicinal terms mean and to describe which ailments
they remedy.

When a plant card (or poisonous plant) is played on an ailment that it treats, both the plant card
and ailment card are discarded in their respective discard piles.

The Theory of Simples: Simpling or using "specific herbs" is an art and science that goes back
deep into the herbal recesses of humankind. The idea is that multiple afflictions or symptoms can
be treated with specific herbs, because multiple symptoms often indicate a single, deep-seated
problem within the human organism. This idea applies to Apothecary just as much as it applies to
modern and historical herbal medicine. In game terms: when you play a plant card to cure an
ailment, it cures ALL the ailments currently afflicting you that its medicinal properties affect!

Example #1: Player X is afflicted with a fever and a nosebleed. Player X plays a Yarrow plant
card. Yarrow is a febrifuge (fever reducer) and a styptic (stops bleeding), and is specifically
indicated for both fevers and nosebleeds. So, when Player X plays Yarrow, it treats BOTH
ailments, and both ailments and the yarrow card are discarded.

Example #2: Player Z is afflicted with Respiratory Congestion and Diabetes. Player Z has a
Mullein plant card and a Devil's Club plant card. Player Z could play the Mullein card to treat the
Respiratory Congestion, but chooses instead to play Devil's Club, which is specifically indicated for
treating chest colds and adult-onset diabetes. The two ailments and Devil's Club are all discarded.



Trading Cards
There will be many times when a player lacks the proper plant cards to treat a specific ailment.
There will also be times when a player has a surplus of plant cards to treat a given ailment, or
simply other cards that they don't want or need.

At any time during his or her own turn, a player may propose trade with other players. Players
may only trade cards from the Plant Deck. Cards traded in this way can be disproportionate. For
example, an enterprising player could trade Oak for Pau D'arco, Yew, and Pumpkin. Players may
trade even after their draw phase, but if this occurs, they may NOT draw further cards to replace
those that they trade.

Playing Items
Item cards represent  various  herbal  texts,  tools,  and devices  used in traditional  herb medicine
practice. Item cards are played face-up in front of a player, and they remain in play until they are
discarded by force (i.e., by a Blunder card) or discarded by replacing them with other items.
Items are useful in that they provide bonuses to the player who equips them. A player may draw
many item cards in the course of a game, but she may only equip a maximum of 2 items at any
time. If a player already has 2 items equipped and wishes to equip a different item, one of the
items in play must be discarded.

Running Out of Cards In Either Deck
If either of the decks ever runs out of cards, simply reshuffle the appropriate discard pile several
times and use it as the new draw pile.

Disputes About Plant Cards & T heir Properties
Players may know more about particular plants- their medicinal properties and the applications of
these properties- than the author of this game. If a player uses a plant card to treat an ailment
that is not indicated by the properties on that plant card, opposing players are free to dispute the
play as incorrect. In such a dispute, the burden of proof falls on the player who played the plant
card. As such, it may be handy to have several herbal references nearby to help settle disputes. If
a player has individual experience using a specific plant to treat a certain ailment, they may make a
case with this evidence, and it's up to the opposing players whether or not they accept this or not.

If plant card disputes or any other disputes about rules occur, try to settle matters peacefully and
by consensus. It's a game, after all, and nobody likes rules lawyers. Also, plant medicine is a very
broad field, a field that is open to personal experience and interpretation. Keep this in mind when
playing Apothecary.



GLOSSARY OF PLANT MEDICINE TERMS
Following below is a list of terms commonly used in plant medicine. These terms are found on
various plant cards, and correspond with general and specific ailments. A variety of synonymous
terms are used on Apothecary plant cards in the hopes that players will internalize an extensive plant
medicine vocabulary. Some terms, such as “cooling” and “soothing” have not been included below,
because they are fairly self-explanatory.

Abortifacient, Abortive: A substance that induces abortion through one of several means.
Adaptogenic: An agent that aids the body in adapting to stress, without influencing specific 
ailments or pathogens.
Alterative: Sometimes thought of (perhaps incorrectly) as a “blood-purifier”. An agent that helps 
the body build up substances that it needs, and eliminate wastes and toxic by-products that it 
needs to purge.
Analgesic: A pain killer.
Anti-inflammatory: A substance that reduces inflammation.
Anti-bacterial: An anti-microbial agent that combats bacterial infection.
Anti-cancer: An agent that inhibits the growth of tumors and cancers. See anti-mutagenic, anti-tumor.
Anti-fungal: An anti-microbial agent that helps prevent infection/infestation of fungi.
Anti-malarial: An agent that combats or kills malaria.
Anti-microbial: Umbrella term for plants that helps fight microbial infections. See anti-bacterial, anti-
fungal, anti-viral. 
Anti-mutagenic: An agent that discourages mutation (such as cancer, tumors, cysts, etc.). See anti-
tumor and anti-cancer.
Anti-necrotic: An agent that inhibits the death and decay of healthy tissue. Compare with anti-septic.
Anti-parasitic: An agent that discourages or kills parasites. See also vermifuge.
Anti-pyretic: An agent that brings down fever. See febrifuge.
Anti-septic: An agent that combats sepsis (deep-seated infections), sometimes including necrosis.
Anti-spasmodic: Suppresses spasms or muscle contractions.
Anti-tumor: An agent that discourages the growth of tumors and cancers. See anti-mutagenic, anti-
cancer.
Anti-viral: An anti-microbial agent that combats viruses.
Aphrodisiac: An agent that encourages healthy functioning of sex-glands and usually encourages 
sexual feelings.
Aromatic: An agent that contains powerfully-smelling volatile oils; fragrant.
Astringent: A substance that tightens and constricts body tissue.
Calmative: A mild sedative; agent that calms. See sedative.
Caminative: A plant that prevents internal gas formation or aids in the expulsion of said gas. See 
digestive, stomachic.
Circulatory Stimulant/Tonic: An agent the encourages healthy functioning of the circulatory system.



Connective Tissue Tonic: An agent that strengthens and heals connective tissue, like tendons, 
gums, and so on.
Contraceptive: An agent that prevents conception/pregnancy. See implantation inhibitor.
Demulcent: Agent that soothes irritated mucous membranes.
Detoxifier, Detoxifying: An agent the removes toxins from the body. See alterative.
Diaphoretic: Substance that promotes sweating, and is used to combat fever. See febrifuge.
Digestive: A plant that promotes healthy digestion. See stomachic, carminative.
Diuretic: A plant that increases urination. Think coffee/caffeine. See laxative.
Drawing: An agent that helps to pull toxins and foreign bodies out through the skin.
Emmenogogue: Substance that promotes menses. Emmenogogues can be used as abortifacients.
Emetic: Substance that induces vomiting. Useful when poison has been ingested. See purgative.
Expectorant: Any agent that dissolves thick mucus and is used to relieve respiratory complications.
Febrifuge: An agent that relieves fever. See anti-pyretic.
Hemostatic: An agent that stops bleeding and promotes clotting. See styptic.
Hepatic: Pertaining to the liver.
Immuno-stimulant: An agent that supports the immune system, and therefore encourages good 
general health.
Implantation Inhibitor: An agent that prevents a fertilized egg from attaching to the cell-wall of 
the uterus through the introduction of certain hormones. See contraceptive.
Laxative: A stool-softener; an agent that promotes easier bowel movement. See diuretic.
Mucilaginous: An agent rich in mucilage; a lubricating agent. See demulcent.
Narcotic: An agent that suppresses central nervous system functioning, thereby bringing sleep and 
pain-relief. See soporific.
Nervine: An agent that supports the nervous system and encourages proper functioning therein.
Palliative: An agent that relieves pain and suffering, without necessarily treating the ailment causing
the symptoms; something that alleviates.
Purgative: Substance that induces vomiting. Useful when poison has been ingested. See emetic.
Renal: Pertaining to the kidneys.
Sedative: Something that induces sedation and calm. Opposite of stimulant. See calmative.
Soporific: An agent that encourages or induces sleep. See narcotic.
Stimulant: A substance that encourages physiological and mental activity in the body. Opposite of 
sedative.
Stomachic: An agent that encourages healthy functioning of the stomach and digestive organs. See 
digestive, carminative.
Styptic: A substance that checks bleeding from wounds. See hemostatic.
Uterine Tonic/Stimulant: An agent that promotes healthy functioning of the uterus, or an agent 
that encourages uterine spasms.
Vermifuge: Agent that expels parasitic worms from the body. See also anti-parasitic.
Vulnerary: Substance that heals wounds; a curative.
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